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TO TEACH US TO LOVE
BEULAH ROTH

Christmas is just a carol or two away. We
hope it is a time when love arches over you
like a curve of gold.

We wish you all the magic and glory of
this blessed season. The fairylike splendor
of tinsel-clad trees. The chiming majesty of
beloved carols. The still wonder of gos
samer-white nights. The heartbreaking
beauty of the Sunday School pageant . . .
the solemn faces of eight-year-old wise men
... the dawn of maternal tenderness in the
eyes of the little madonna.

Reading, on Christmas Eve, Dicken's
Christmas Carol . .. and on Christmas morn
ing, the ancient, ever new story of wondrous
happenings in Bethlehem of Judea on a
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starlight night long ago. Opening from
their wrappings of love the longed-for gifts,
the practical ones, the enchantingly luxur
ious ones. The fellowship of kindred spirits
gathered about a table where candle glow
plays over a vacant chair.

Most of all, we hope it will be, for you,
a time of deeper communion with Him who,
knowing our every need, sent His only be
gotten Son to teach us to love one another.
We hope you will behold the glory of the
Word made flesh, dwelling among you.

We hope that the peace of Christmas will
shine in your heart and in the world
through all the new year. And that the to
morrow will bring you all you long for most.

would appreciate a contribution to cover the cost
of mailing.
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS: sent with an appropriate
card telling the recipient of your thoughtfulness.
Just send us the names and addresses' with an
appropriate contribution.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: be sure to give your
complete former address (print or type, please).
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Associate Editor. Doreen Riley, Digest Editor. Tom
Van Sant, Art Director. Beulah Roth, Circulation
Manager.
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Here's a report on a belief widely held by
young Ivy League students, called The New
Conservatism; it may open your eyes, if you
are worried lest students are radical.

December 1, 1956

EAR THAD
TOM FARER

Here's the letter I promised:
Several weeks have passed since my re

turn to the warm friendships, the broad
lawns and gothic spires, and the atmosphere
of disinterested search for knowledge that
are an integral part of Princeton.

As in the previous three years of my life
here, I have quickly leaped back into the
vigorous stream of academic labor that
courses through the entire campus; but I
have not forgotten the two questions about
Princeton that you raised shortly after we
met, questions that we discussed at great
length during the summer.

I am certain that you remember them as
well as I do, but just in case their precise
formulation has slipped from your mind, I
will bluntly prod your memory by restating
them.

The first was: what is the general orienta
tion of the Princeton student body toward
the great political and social problenls of
our day?

And considering your own interests, the
second flowed naturally from the first: are
libertarian concepts and principles likely to
flourish in the prevailing intellectual atmos
phere at Princeton?

During the past few weeks, I have spoken
to close friends and slight acquaintances in
an effort to arrive at some reasonably ac
curate answer to these questions and I have
thought long and (I hope) deeply about
them. As you well know, Thad, generaliza-
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tions are inevitably both difficult and dan
gerous. This is particularly true when you
are trying to generalize about as individual
istic a group of fellows as one finds here in
the lair of the Princeton tiger.

Nevertheless, I honestly feel that I have
caught the mood of the average Princeton
ian (a hypothetical, though useful, chap)
and I am willing to offer what I consider to
be at least tentative answers to our two
questions.

The chief theme that underlies most of
the social, political and economic thought
here at Princeton is the "melody of mod
eration." Moderation has become the ideal
in almost everyrealm of thought and activ
ity; and accompanying this exaltation of
moderation is a suspicion of, and a disdain
for, the radical-be he of the right or left.

The kind of ecstatic ardor that sent Chris
tian warriors streaming off into the Holy
Land during the epoch of the Crusades and
led a group of religious dissenters to hew a
home out of a savage wilderness and took
a youth from the snug hearth of aNew
Hampshire farm to a nameless grave be
neath the torn battlefield of Gettysburg,
does not stir in the breast of the Princeton
undergraduate.

Nor is he possessed, or likely to become
possessed, by the kind of orgiastic fury that
convulsed the grim inquisitioners of six
teenth century Spain as they tore victims
apart on the rack; and the lineal descend-
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ants of Attila the Hun, the barbarians of
Nazidom, who presided over those Euro
pean slaughterhouses, the concentration
camps.

This temperance of mind and heart,
which I call the melody or mood of modera
tion (it has also been called, with consider
able propriety, the New Conservatism),
has a number of significant ramifications.
For example, my generation (unlike some
previous ones) does not look forward to the
early establishment of some brave new
world greatly different from the one in
which we now live, a world in which sad
ness has been banished and milk and honey
How gently through all the land.

Horror Chambers Revisited

This is true, not because we have lost our
natural human desire for such a world, but
due to the fear that a radically different
society is more likely to resemble the sterile,
tragic-comic land that Aldous Huxley so
vividly painted, or the horror-chamber of
George Orwell's 1984 than Sir Thomas
More's Utopia.

This fear certainly did not haunt the ef
fusively optimistic liberals of the 1930's.
They had consummate confidence in the
ability of men to successfully undertake the
complete rearrangement of society with lit
tle regard for tradition. Realizing this, I
found myself faced by a new question:
what are the factors that have undermined
the old liberal value system and have laid
the foundation for the New Conservatism?

Ever Since Eden

Foremost in importance has been the loss
of faith in the possibility of the total per
fectability of men or society and the grow
ing feeling that men are indeed finite beings
possessing neither total wisdom nor a com
plete sense of justice.

With customary skill, Reinhold Niebuhr
has summed up our conception of man in
this way: "In so far as men and nations are
~judges in their own case' they are bound
to betray the human weakness of having a
livelier sense of their own interest than of
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the competing interest."
I am not suggesting that my fellow

Princetonians no longer believe in the pos
sibility of improving the human situation,
for this is not true. I am suggesting that we
have once again arrived at a time when at
least some men recognize the limits to
man's ability to control history and to mani
pulate it for his personal benefit. Niebuhr
insists that "there are such limits because
man is a creature as well as a creator" and
that all human actions subsequent to the
expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Gar
den bear this mark of limitation.

The World Is Going Mad

As you can easily see, Thad, I consider
Niebuhr to be one of the chief spokesmen
for the New Conservatism. In fact, I think
that he has been an important force behind
its arrival on the contemporary American
scene. A more obvious and admittedly more
important force has been the history of the
bloody years that stand between 1956 and
whatever date you may assign to the zenith
of liberalism-be it 1932 or even earlier.

The continuing instances of man's inhu
manity to man, of irrational brutality and
incredible violence, are too well known to
both of us to require any listing. Liberalism
has seen the crushing and trampling of its
vision of a world in which the plow has
unalterably replaced the sword and all men
have the economic necessities of life. Eu
phoric optimism cannot long endure when
the world is going mad and violence and
hate are the order of the day.

A second factor that has assisted in the
erosion of liberal dogma has been a grow
ing awareness of the complexity of our
world and the men and societies that occupy
it. Throughout the long and varied history
of liberalism, there seems to run a strong
trend toward oversimplification.· One sees
it in the economic liberalism of an earlier
century which constructed its doctrine upon
the false abstraction of "economic man,"
and expressed an abysmal ignorance of the
non-economic forces that move men: pride,
honor, dignity, love, compassion, piety; the
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list could undoubtedly be extended.
The tendency appears again in the think

ing of one of American liberalism's most
luminous stars, Woodrow Wilson, who be
lieved that one institution, the League of
Nations, could adequately cope with all the
immense problems that confronted the
world after WorId War 1.

A third manifestation of this tendency
appears in American liberal dogma with
the assertion that men will inevitably be-

come almost infinitely more just and rea
sonable when their economic condition im
proves. Such a simple and consequently
inadequate view of human motivation is
probably an outgrowth of the earlier con
ception of ~~economic man."

OversimpliRcation no longer seems to be
a dominant trait in the thinking of my
contemporaries. If anything, the tendency
seems to be in the opposite direction. W'hen
confronted with a man who seems to in
dulge in this process, most of my confreres
express large healthy doubts about his accu
racy and insight.

Another characteristic of the New Con
servatism is one that I mentioned earlier,
but did not go into deeply, namely the
sharp suspicion of the radical. This suspi
cion arises from an intense love of individ
ual freedom (a feeling shared with liberal
ism) and the belief that, historically,
radicals have often shown themselves \vill
ing to neglect the rights and privileges of
the individual while pursuing some soaring
abstraction.

The New Conservative perceives that
most, perhaps all, of history's radical social
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revolutions have begun with lofty aims,
but have ended on the slag heap of moral
degradation and autocracy. Therefore he
believes in the reality of slow, measured,
and laborious programs rather than in the
illusion of some shortcut to a man-made
paradise.

I think that the copestone of the New
Conservatism is the current conservative
interpretation of American history. The
modern conservative historian sees our his
tory in terms of the successful application
of pragmatic solutions to serious political
and social problems, solutions that seem to
have arisen as organic expressions of the
very nature of our society.

The Bright Flame Flickers

They have not sprung full blown from
some transitory man-made abstraction or
theory. This is not a denial of the bright
flame of idealism that has helped to light
the way through all of our history; but it
is an admission of the fact t.hat we, as finite
beings, have been forced to find tentative
solutions for problems that can never be
completely resolved without Divine help.

Well, Thad, there are the basic compo
nents of the mood of moderation which
dominates the Princeton campus. Now,
what about libertarianism? Does the pre
vailing moderation oHer a solid opportunity
for the promulgation and acceptance of
libertarian concepts?

Looking Over the Precipice

There is a considerable area of common
interest between the New Conservative and
the libertarian. Both possess a transcendent
belief in the intrinsic value of the individual
and in his natural right to the opportunity
for the full development of body, mind and
spirit. I think Dean Inge expresses it when
he says "the personality of every man and
woman is sacred and inviolable."

As a consequence of this belief, Thad,
I think that we and our confreres are inher
ently dedicated to unending opposition to
any institution or force that would stunt
man's growth or so circumvent man's right
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of free choice as to deprive his choices of
any moral signiRcance.

So there is an important element of agree
ment bet\veen us. But I fear that there are
some deep precipices dividing us. Of them,
the most difficult to bridge is our divergent
attitudes toward government. The libertari
an almost seems to look upon government
as an inherently evil institution.

Getting in Harmony

A. D. Lindsay probably sums up your posi
tion very accurately (correct me if I am
wrong) in his book The Modern Democra
tic State when he 'writes:

«:••• (In one view) the State's compulsion
is regarded as undemocratic. It is grudg
ingly recognized as necessary, but a neces
sary evil, to be limited and curtailed as
much as possible. A true democracy is
thought of as a society where everyone
does exactly what he pleases, and yet, by
the operation of some marvellous power,
everyone is in harmony with everyone
else, or at least can be brought into har
mony by negotiation and conference. Such
differences as arise are the result of mis
understanding, and mutual explanations
will clear them away.

H... a democratic state on this view will
approach as near anarchy as is compatible
with being a state at all."

Close to the Edge

In American history, the most eminent
spokesman for this point of view was Thom
as Jefferson. Lindsay goes on to render this
point impotent: HThe impossibilities of such
a position are obvious. It is worse than
straightforward anarchism. For that is an
honest doctrine.

"You know what it involves you in and
can make up your mind whether you are
prepared to face it. But the doctrine that
a delnocratic government must use as little
compulsion as is compatible with its remain
ing a government at all is a perilous one
because of its indecisiveness. No one can
really tell how near he can go to the edge
of a precipice without falling over unless
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he goes so near that he does fall over ...
"The weak, irresolute government which

this theory induces may destroy a state as
surely, if not as immediately, as thorough
going anarchy."

Among the founding fathers, James Madi
son was the most articulate spokesman of
the majority group that opposed the selni
anarchy of Jefferson, though he was every
bit as much an enemy of autocracy as Jef
ferson. Niebuhr in his remarkably insight
ful book, The Irony of American History,
points out that:

He Saw the Peril

"Madison feared the potential tyranny of
government as much as Jefferson; but he
understood the necessity of government
much more. The Constitution protects the
citizen against abuses of government, not
so much by keeping government weak as
by introducing the principle of balance of
power into government.

"... The important fact is that the neces
sity of a strong government was recognized.
Madison was much more conscious than
Jefferson of the peril of what he called 'fac
tion' in the community. He had no hope
of resolving such conflicts by simple prud
ence. With the realists of every age, he
knew how intimately man's reason is relat
ed to his interests. 'As long as any connec
tion exists,' he wrote, 'between man's reason
and his self-love, his opinions and passions
will have reciprocal influence upon each
other.'

"... The political philosophy which un
derlies our Constitution is characterized by
a shrewd awareness of the potential con
flicts of power and passion in every com
munity. It knows nothing of a simple har
mony in society, analogous to the alleged
reciprocity of the free market."

I have quoted extensively from Niebuhr
on this point because he· has so brilliantly
summed up the broad outlines of the New
Conservative's attitude toward government.
The broad outlook has a number of roots.

One is the New Conservative's concept
of government as a counterweight to other
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institutional power centers which are struc
turally less democratic. Another is his belief
that government can and should act to
ease suffering and misery, though only
when private enterprise and private insti
tutions can not or do not take the necessary
action.

Walking the Middle Line

The modern moderate is not overly happy
when confronted with the vast size of con
temporary government and he believes that
some retrenchment should be carried out,
but he accepts the fact that our government
cannot reduce itself to the size of govern
ments in an earlier period of our history
because of the enduring foreign threat to
our national existence and of the increasing
complexity of economic and social life
which is a major by-product of the era of
mass production and atomic power.

In sum, Thad, the American moderate
seeks to walk upon the broad middle road
which passes between the fearful chasm of
the totalitarian state and the abyss of an
archy that eventuates in dictatorship. His
torically, journeys along this road have been
difficult because of the tempting shortcuts

that lie on either side, but today more and
more of us are coming to see that these
shortcuts lead inevitably to disaster. To the
New Conservative, it is a heartening sign
that all of our nation~s leaders have forsaken
the sideroads on the Right and Left and are
helping to guide us down the middle road,
the traditional path along which American
history has moved.

Thad, I fear that the libertarians have
strayed too far from this road and now find
themselves near the abyss of anarchy.
Therefore they are not likely to find a very
receptive audience at Princeton or any
where else where the New Conservatism
flourishes.

Yet because of the aforementioned com
mon belief in the incalculable value of
the individual and in the necessity of pre
serving for him an atmosphere in which
morally significant choices can be made, I
am certain that there can and should be
fruitful cOlnmunication and exchange of
ideas between libertarians and New Con
servatives. I look forward to the general
initiation of such an exchange.

Cordially,
Tom FareI'

How would you answer Tom's letter? Here's
a try, intended to bring two friendly de
baters closer together.

December 5, 1956

First I want to thank you for an expert re
porting job. Our readers are curious about
the college students who will lead tomor
row~s world.

As your letter points out, libertarians dis
agree with your New Conservative friends
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on the purpose of government.
Some libertarians would limit government

strictly to poliCing. But all emphasize moral
law more than government law, and spir
itual restraint more than police restraint.

Some libertarians think we would be bet-
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ter off without any coercive political ap
paratus, taking from one, giving to others.

Some see the conflict as majority vs mi
nority or the collective vs the individual.

Others see the real conflict as between
the state and the community. Individualism
isn't being destroyed by the state, but man's
sense of voluntary communion with his fel
lows is being destroyed. This point needs
to be better known.

Where Are You Going?

All libertarians agree that a ~~let-it-pro

duce" society will pile up more material
goods and relieve more physical misery than
a politically controlled society.

Perhaps many libertarians argue simply
on the material level, saying that the free
market will produce the most goods. They
make a powerful argument.

But battling against the planned econ
omy isn't going to influence· the New Con
servatives. They believe that a certain
amount of planning is necessary for stabil
ity. Stability has a strong emotional appeal
to a generation tired and sick from depres
sion, war, permanent emergency.

We believe we need to take the battle to
a higher level. We are not surprised by your
friends' views; they are in respectable com
pany. Nor do we quarrel here with the mod
erate position if it is advanced simply as
operating strategy for a given moment. We
quarrel with it as an ideal. Students do not
need to be operating strategists; they have
time to inquire into the best ideals. The
most disturbing thing about your report is
that it doesn't show a spirit of inquiry.

Seek Ye First

We don't blame them; people usually
avoid advances into any frontier. We're all
afraid to ask the really deep questions that
face the frontiers in our souls.

And this is why we believe the issue isn't
political. We believe that if we first try to
solve our spiritual problems, we will solve
our economic and political problems.

"Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven and
all these things shall be added to you." It
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doesn't work the other way around. The
Kingdom of Heaven is within you. The
state can't help you find it.

-If your friends will begin to search for
the spiritual meaning of life, they may find
the answer which our generation avoids.
Let's see if we can agree on what is the
highest spiritual meaning of life. If we can,
the means to it will fall into place.

First, let's ask: Is moderation an ideal?
Will it give people the spiritual meaning
which their lives now lack?

From Beethoven - Moderation?

We asked four libertarian friends to com
ment on your letter; if you find these com
ments useful, try them out on your moder
ate friends. A doctor of philosophy in New
York says that moderation is a virtue ~~only
in those things which are requisite in pre
cise amounts-no more no less, i.e., minor
nutritive items like copper; too much or too
little is death, and the body 'is highly sensi
tive to variances from this optimum....
Virtue is quite unlike such nutritive factors.
And therein lies the error of making mod
eration a virtue." He assumes your friends
would not seek moderate salvation or a
moderate love of God.

He went on to comment on your friends'
belief that increasing complexity of life must
mean increasing government: "I believe I
could control you with less error and dam
age if you and I lived alone on an island
with a cocoanut economy than I could con
trol the 2.6 billion people and the complex
ities of the 1956 world. I don't see what
there is about the procreative proclivities of
others, or their complex relationships which
makes me more qualified to plan for them."

Another Ph.D., also of New York, asks:
"Does increasing complexity of life call for
government interference per se? Maybe it
calls for less government interference so as
not to tamper with the intricate and com
plex relationships."

A young California executive about your
age, Tom, comments on moderation: "No
such thing as a moderate artist ever existed.
Bach, Beethoven, Handel, Van Gogh, Rem-
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brandt-all worked outlandish hours, with
complete dedication; all were at one time
considered 'teched.' This nation was not
founded by moderates. Washington, Adams,
Jefferson, Madison, all were radical revolu
tionaries. There is something immoderate
about anything new; anything great; any in
vention, any principle."

These libertarians charge that modera
tion is just not exciting-it's more appro
priate for people who have finished their
lives, who see nothing new to live for, than
to Princeton tigers who used to have riot
ously exciting times founding such gadfly
org:anizations as The Veterans of Future
Wars.

Where Lies the Joy?

We miss this tone of excitement as you
report on your friends, Tom. America used
to be a stimulating country to grow up in.
But where is the excitement today which
G;lretGarrett, for example, records in The
American Story? He tells about the first
breathless generation of free America. The
things which went on all were immoderate
excesses, and very exciting.

It was a time of ferment, wild enthu
siasm, huge experiments, horrible mistakes;
but the mistakes were almost always pri
vately made. And people felt that freedom
was good, though sometimes abused.

Some of your friends will be excited by
the joyous quality of Garrett's The Ameri
can Story. Others will say: "You can't turn
back the clock-you can't go back."

In Fuld Hall-Time Running Out?

This shows our own libertarian failure to
communicate; radical libertarians don't
want to turn back the clock; they want to
see a new revolution, not only industrial but
psychological, that is, a revolution as inven
tive in the ReId of spiritual progress as
laissez-faire was in material progress.

This is the main point of my letter to you,
Tom. We need innovators desperately, now
more than ever before. Princeton's ad
vanced thinkers over in Fuld Hall will tell
you that; for they all believe that time is
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running out for the human race, unless man
turns from destruction to creativity.

If time is running out, then your friends
should get off their mattresses and seek
contemporary spiritual answers. This is why
we hate to see them following Reinhold
Niebuhr. His philosophy isn't new; it's a
retreat from the Left.

Since Niebuhr claims to have reconciled
coercion with liberty I don't blame your
friends for regarding him as the philosopher
of New Conservatism. But I don't think even
Dr. Niebuhr claims this honor. I can under
stand your regard for him. He is hailed as
a philosopher who aims his religious the
ories at the real problems of today. No one
on our side of the street can strike a similar
pose. Naturally, your friends seek out some
one who speaks to their needs.

Yet they should be warned against label
ing Dr. Niebuhr as a conservative, if they
want the word to retain meaning. True, he
has taken the position of your friends:
power balanced by power, forgetting Lord
Acton's warning. (Naturally, this is not a
theological idea: it contradicts the power
of love.)

"We Suspect Ideas"

Niebuhr remains an "ideal" Socialist, as
opposed to a crusading Socialist-perhaps
because he isn't quite sure. He is still sure
enough to be Honorary State Chairman of
the A.D.A., and a supporter of the policies
of the New Leader, a doctrinaire Socialist
magazine. Is this the New Conservative?

I believe your friends sought out Niebuhr
because he gives a voice to their uncon
scious premises, which seem to say: "We
suspect all ideas. We can't believe in any
thing exciting, nor throw ourselves whole
heartedly into anything. We don't want to
carve a home out of the wilderness. We
hope to maintain the economic system we've
inherited, but the government may have to
take over more and more of it, as life grows
more complex. Weare helpless. There is
nothing we can do against the forces of
change and environment but lie down on
our moderate mattresses."
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I don't blame your friends, Tom. I blame
us. So does one of my best friends, who
incidentally, lives in Princeton. He said:
"I don't think thoughtful people are mod
erates or New Conservatives because they
like it, but because they don't like anything
else. Tom Farer isn't a moderate because
he has elnbraced moderation. You can't do
it, any more than you can embrace an empty
evening gown.

HSuggest therefore you don't try to unsell
him on moderation. Just sell him on your
position. I don't know how you do it. Where
do you begin with someone who hasn't no
ticed the difference between a man with a
gun and a man with a sample case?"

Perhaps, in future exchanges, Tom, we
can build on our mutual desire to find a
third alternative which rules out coercion,
the man with the gun-for I agree com
pletely with you, here, when you say:

HI think that we and our confreres are
inherently dedicated to unending opposition
to any institution or force that would stunt
man's growth or so circumvent man's right

of free choice as to deprive his choices of
moral significance."

We believe that coercion used to force
man to be his brother's keeper, always de
prives his "choices of moral significance."

And that's the moral challenge you throw
at us, Tom. How do we interest your friends
in directing some of their huge latent en
ergy away from coercion toward finding the
part of the Kingdom of God which is within
them? We would like to persuade them that
it can't be found by seeking moderate goals
with coercive means. It can be found in
man's God-intoxicated creative imagination,
which improves itself and society-not with
coercion, but with the law of love.

To show you what we mean, we've print
ed (see just below) the kind of letter we'd
like to receive from a radical college stu
dent, one who digs to the roots, one like
yourself, whom I call radical: for I happen
to know that you are immoderately fond of
Truth.

Warmest personal regards,
Thaddeus Ashby.

Here's a letter we'd like to get from a New
Radical.

December 10, 1956

EAR THAD

Hi, Yourself!
You asked me what the Ivy League student
thinks today. Is he searching for security?
Is he searching for a creative alternative to
coercion? Is he a moderate?

Here's how I feel about security: Man's
search for security is a search for death.
Death is the absence of motion. The Lonely
Crowd is afraid when anybody moves rap
idly-in any direction. The Tired Generation
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suspects all ideas. It wants to be safe and
stable, because it's no longer young in heart.

The really young-in-heart students, who
still have a sense of wonder and a spirit of
inquiry, know that the uninhibited imagina
tion, the creative faculty, requires that man
must be unstable.

He must be inadequate-he must do new
things badly-as a baby couldn't learn to
walk without falling on his nose.
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Here's how I feel about coercion: Force
on one hand, or misery on the other, isn't the
only choice. The third alternative will bp,
figured out by some inquiring young radical
innovator (all innovators are radical). He
will find new alternatives under pressure,
stiluulated by new challenges. That's why
we don't want security laws, which make it
easy for potential innovators (which in
cludes everybody) to be stable and safe.

It isn't hospitals we most need; man most
needs a challenge to build an ideal. Spir
itual progress must keep pace with material.
But it isn't now.

Time is running out. Not only because of
the Bomb. Man is slowly going mad. Insan
ity and suicide spread so fast that authori
ties begin to suppress the statistics-they're
highest in the most "secure" countries, Swe
den, and the U.S. Never has our mind and
body been subjected to such change, strain.

As man makes a step forward,. as he dis
covers atomic energy, he should also make
a step inward, learning more about his re
lationship with God, and how to make °lhe
outer advance serve God. If man doesn't
learn this he will destroy himself.

Never has any creature been so unaware
of his opportunity as man right now. Man
must live exposed to change, pressure and
opportunity. Not one of the material goals
of security has lessened insanity or made
luan spiritually happy.

Yet, when I asked my moderate friends:
"Shouldn't we abandon politics as our main
solution and look for another alternative?"
they answered: ~~The government must do
those things which people can't do for them
selves." "What things?" I asked. A.nd they
reeled off such a long list, it sounded as if
man has reached his limit; as if he were al
ready using all his capacity; as if he's fin
ished. Aren't they saying that man is a poor
helpless creature of fate?

So, they promise n1an the four day week,
take pressure off. And he goes insane all the
faster. Leisure doesn't give man rest, but
restlessness. We don't give him religious re
lease-but relief.

We tried to remove the stresses of misery,
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by proposing moderate compulsion. And by
relieving the stresses we removed the pre
condition of invention.

As the moderates remove the strain of
hard work, and give leisure, man (like the
deep sea fishes, with the pressure suddenly
taken off when they are brought up to the
surface) has nothing better to do with his
time than explode.

Life to a student should mean constant
choice; either feel more deeply, suffer more
intensely, be more aware of everything, be
more open and sensitive-or withdraw into
a shell, seeking stability, security, sympathy.
This withdrawal, to me, is evil. It is a mark
of failure of nerve. But it's a part of evolu
tion; it's waste, like slag or placenta; it is
the waste product "streaming down from
the advancing front, the lapse of those who
find the pace of progress too hot."

What can we do to fight these evils? Prove
that life has meaning, prove that the pace is
not too hot. But to prove that we must be
absolutely free to experiment, to make mis
takes, to crawl, stumble, hit our noses on the
floor, to fly, first flopping, finally to soar.

We must study God's conscious purpose
for us; know that we are meant to grow, to
stretch our minds, to go through soul
stretching ordeals. And the greatest ordeal
of all is freedom.

You like freedom, Thad, but I say that it's
agonizing. You are a writer. Like all writers
let's assume that you procrastinate. You
don't work hard enough. I could put you in
prison, and say: ~~Thad, I'll feed you. To
amuse yourself you will have only this type
writer and your own creative imagination."

You might do much better work than
you're doing now. Prison might do you good.

But suppose I let you out, saying: "Thad,
now you're free to go lie on the beach." You
might become a bum. By giving you free
dom, I apparently have done you a great
disservice. In this way, I meant that freedom
is the greatest ordeal of all.

If we can face it, pass the ordeal of leisure
(leisure is a wonderful thing only if you are
a wonderful person) -if we can digest ma
terial wealth and still use our creative imag-
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inations for sowing more seeds for the fu
ture to harvest-if we can work because we
love the artistry of it, Without any outside
compulsion-then we deserve freedom.

Before we get to that point we will abuse
freedom; we will and we must make mis
takes as part of growing pains. Rule out
growing pains and you rule out growth.

We radical students believe that man will
grow faster under freedom than he will un
der laws which rule out growing pains.
There's no painless way to climb Godward.

How do we radicals feel about tradition,
and conserving it? We have admired the
pioneers who gave us the tradition the con
servatives want to keep. We are not conser
vatives. Yet we radicals must conserve the
tradition of pioneering, always pushing
toward the new frontier. We admire the
frontiersmen because they went through
radical physical ordeals wresting homes
from the wilderness. We must keep this tra
dition because we know that even greater
daring is required from us.

We must face God's frontier, the King
dom within, the frontiers of the soul. Rela
tivity, depth psychology and theoretical
physics make God's world an unstable, fear
ful place, with no anchors, no hitching
posts, no salvation from fear, no security at
all, Thad-except those cantilevers which
you send down into your soul, and by which
you anchor yourself to God.

We can't face those frontiers with mod
erate courage. We can't worship moderate
ly. We can't even keep the tradition and
heritage which we love by moderate means,
they weren't founded by moderate means.

There is an infinity of alternatives. To
find the solution to our spiritual problems,
to find the Kingdom within, takes immoder
ate guts. Ask: "Do I want something new
desperately enough to find it in myself?"

Before answering that I should go look
in the mirror. Can I say: "I, the real me, am
something better than that, that thing I see
in the mirror." If so 1 have glimpsed the
wrestling match, which I must go through
before I find my better self.

I am answering that question before the
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mirror by studying night and day; right now
I'm wading through the "break through
books," that is, books like Hadamard's The
Psychology of Invention; Harding's The
Anatomy of Insight; Ghiselin's The Crea
tive Process; Wallas' The Art of Thought;
De Nouy's Human Destiny; Heard's Pain,
Sex and Time.

Their evidence is historical, scientific,
and an imaginative person can see the di
rection in which God wants us to grow, as
we learn more about the science of the soul.

We students who hope to grow must keep
on asking: "Do I want something new des
perately enough to find it in myself?"

If we answer '~Yes!" then comes the ter
rible, panic-provoking question: "What
would I not dare to know about myself?"

If we face that, Thad, we can face any
thing. Even the immoderate, demanding,
frightening, command from God:

"Climb up! You're not finished yet."

FAITH AND FREEDOM"
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The recent election was a popularity con
test. No basic issues were faced in it. Both
candidates had essentially the same plat
form and program, except for minor details.

T. Coleman Andrews and Thomas Werdel
injected principles into the campaign, but
the crisis in the Middle East drove many of
their followers to vote for Eisenhower. Even
then, however, they polled enough votes to
show deep currents of concern.

The business leadership of America has
been going along with the Eisenhower pro
gram-enjoying its benefits and refusing to
face its ultimate implications. It is the same
situation business leaders faced in Germany
during the rise of Hitler, when Schacht reg
imented their support for the Fuehrer on
the basis of immediate benefits.

The momentous decision which must
shortly be made is whether the business
leaders of America will continue to go along
with a line of procedure which is steadily
destroying the foundations of freedom un
der God, constitutional government and
basic morality in America.

There are numbers of outstanding lead
ers who see the issue clearly and are on the
verge of speaking out boldly-at whatever
cost to themselves or their firms. A recent
announcement of the President' is that the
conservative elements in the Republican
Party are to be purged. This is a logical
position for him to take, in view of the
course he has followed the past four years
and the advisors whose counsel has had
dominant influence with him.

I am not enough of a prophet to predict
what the decision will be. 1 know business
men who have sponsored collectivist radio
and television programs because they "sold
the product." 1 know business leaders who
have gone along with programs on the basis
of compromise, saying "1 know it isn't right
but it's less wrong than such-and-such other
alternative." Consequently much that mat-
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ters most has been going by default and its
destruction has been financed by business.

Numbers of .libertarian, freedom-saving
organizations are languishing for funds, re
stricted in effectiveness-threatened with
termination-because it is not thought
"smart" to antagonize or seem to oppose
the Administration, even though Adminis
tration policies will ultimately destroy our
free enterprise system.

But the greatest consideration involved
in the decision is not the future of our great
industrial establishment-it is the moral and
spiritual problem of redemption and salva
tion which is the primary business of the
church. When government lives peoples'
lives for them they are amoral or more like
ly immoral. When the climate of freedom
is destroyed, nothing that depends upon
freedom can flourish. When God is ban
ished or "caged," the equation of life can
not be brought to balance, whether for an
individual or for a nation.

The question we must face is <'to be or
not to be, that is the question." Whether
Spengler was correct in saying our civiliza
tion has had her springtime, summertime
and autumn-and now faces the. winter of
death-is still an open question. Toynbee
and Durant both say we are living in the
post-Christian era. Survival in this atomic
era will depend upon Christianity's moral
and spiritual ideals.

There is widespread confusion. Commu
nism for example, is most furthered by non
communists and anti-communists who are
confused and used, not by communists
themselves. Fine people-even ministers
are agents of destruction without even being
conscious of the fact. Let those who read
Faith and Freedom keep their own lives
close to God and His Laws and pray that
light may shine into the dark places before
it is too late to save our civilization-our
freedom under God. =!= =!=
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SEEKING NEW IDEAS WITH

In the last two issues, these
jottings have touched on
prayer. I said that the man
in the street, as well as the
man in the pew, was keenly
interested in prayer and that
it's a new interest. Though
people in the past were much
concerned about prayer,
their concern was different
from ours. In a way it was
less acute.

In the past people inter
ested in prayer knew what
to do. If you weren't inter
ested you knew that it didn't
matter.

Today people are interest-
ed but aren't sure what to do-or even what
to think about it. Most of us are really quite
puzzled about prayer. Indeed, many of us
are so puzzled we feel nervous about even
mentioning it. As long as we can't and won't
discuss a vital and difficult question, it's
not likely that we shall learn much about it.

A wise and famous researcher said that
before there can be dissertation there must
be conversation. Rudyard Kipling was a
very clever writer and a pretty capable man
of the world. But he didn't know much
about the spiritual life. His "Down from
Gehenna or up to the throne, he travels
fastest who travels alone" just isn't true.
The spiritual life is always a communion.
The symptom of spiritual communion is
conversation.

Here we are confronted with one of the
big difficulties about prayer. Last month I
said that this time we would go into the
problems of healing and guidance. Before
we go on to discuss How, Why and Whether
healing by prayer could or should be em
ployed, we must face the initial and awk
ward fact that people today are most un
willing even to mention the matter, let alone
converse about it.

However keen our concern may be, if we
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will keep our thoughts to
ourselves one of two things
inevitably happens.

Either a man gives up say
ing to himself "it can't be
solved; nobody knows" or,
even worse, he says "I know;
I've found the truth; nobody
knows anything like as well
as I know."

This fact that we're afraid
to talk-to sympathetic in
quirers or even to friends
has lately been brought to
our notice very strikingly.
Dr. R. V. McCann is lecturer
on the Psychology of Relig
ion at Harvard and an asso-

ciate professor of Social Ethics at Andover
Newton Theological School. He felt that he
should inquire into the much advertised
'return to religion' as indicated by the large
church membership ratings.

First he found that people were unwilling,
when asked about their religious views, to
say what they thought. He discovered that,
if he was to get anywhere, he must start far
away from the awkward topic. His ap
proaches had to be as wary as those of an
anthropologist trying to find out about some
primitive tribe's tabus. He had to begin with
seemingly casual curiosity as to how people
managed just to get along nowadays.

The interviews would last from six to
twelve hours. One endured for twenty
hours. And only half way through this pa
tient approach was the disturbing word
"religion" brought into the conversation.

This "anthropological approach," how
ever, paid off.

One interviewed minister remarked, at
the close of his "investigation," "Well, now
you know more about my religion than I
know about the religion of anyone of my
Hock." Obviously the confidence this in
quirer obtained was deep. And, what is
more, it certainly told against any compla-
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cency. These conscientious persons, once
they were convinced of the necessity of
making this contribution, decided to help
Dr. McCann reg~rdless of personal cost.

And they gave not only their present
views, but they showed him the process, the
curve, by which they had been brought to
their present state of conviction.

Eighty-two percent of these p~ople had
formerly believed in a personal God. Eight
een percent had, at that former time, found
themselves incapable of holding such a
faith. Today, however, a tremendous change
had come about. The percentage of believ
ers and nonbelievers had shifted drasti
cally. Now only eighteen percent believed in
a personal God while forty-five percent still
believed in some impersonal power. The re
maining thirty-seven either disclaimed all
belief or asserted that such knowledge, they
felt, was impossible for them.

Afraid to Talk

Everyone who cares for religion and is
concerned about prayer must consider this
verdict. It is true that in order to be
thorough the method Dr. McCann used had
to be so protracted that up until now only a
relatively small number of people has been
interviewed.

Nevertheless, two factors are already be
coming clear. The first is the time-consum
ing caution that had to be employed to win
the information. The excessive reticence
shown by fine and responsible persons in
answering inquiries about the faith by
which they lived-that in itself is gravely
significant.

For the nature of a great religion, surely,
is that it maintains that it has found the
truth. And Christianity, in particular, has
called its faith "good news" to be given to
the world. Now in this country Christianity
( if practiced with due respect for the
State) is considered highly respectable.
When in such a land people shrink from
confiding their views to a sympathetic in
quirer one can only assume-as the poll
certainly indicated-that in men's minds
today a feeling of increasing misgiving sur-
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rounds the whole subject of religion.
The second factor lies in the figures them

selves, which indicate the same shrinking.
The quantity of those who attend church
may be high. What's the quality? The
groves of trees may stand thick in the or
chard, but what are their fruits and what
·are their roots? Is the water table, the sub
soil moisture, sinking away?

How Do You Pray?

The spiritual life is often called the in
ward life. That does not mean that it is an
isolated life; still less a selfish one. St.
Jerome, that hard old Latin Father of the
Church, can commend "holy selfishness."
But today those people most experienced in
spirituality doubt increasingly whether
there can be a private salvation.

The spiritual life is indeed a deep one.
Alfred North Whitehead defined religion

as "what a man does with his solitariness."
But it is certainly far more than that. Prob
ably the important word in that rather too
popular definition is the verb "does." If we
are to understand the state <?f religion today,
we must have some idea of how men face
themselves and of how they strive to renew
their inner strength.

Instead of asking people what they
thought about God, would it not have been
more helpful, more informative, to have
asked them how they handle their own souls
-or try to? In fact, is not the key question in
a religion (and hasn't it always been) how
does one pray?

In the Gospels, we are told that the
churches are solely for that purpose. The
phrase runs, "My house shall be called a
house of prayer." Here is an issue on which
we cannot afford not to be frank. For this,
I believe, is the key question in contem
porary religion and we must face it-how
does one pray?

Next month, then, we will consider the
problem of prayer in its two most practical
aspects: praying for health, for the energy
to live well; and praying for guidance, for
the knowledge of how we may best use our
energies. =F =F
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CHURCHMAN'S

DIGEST

The Bible as History. Werner Keller. Wil
liam Morrow & Company. 452 pp. $5.95.
If I could have picked up a copy of this
book during my seminary days, the old testa
ment would have looked far less confusing
and complicated than it appeared then.

The author uses the latest archeological
studies and scientific data, tries to confirm
much of the Bible story as historical fact.
He digs out the latest evidence about a great
flood in the Mesopotamia valley, the proba
ble location of Sodom and Gomorrah, the
path of the Exodus together with other
Biblical incidents.

Though persistent as a Scotland Yard
sleuth, Keller is not a trained Biblical schol
ar. And he sounds less skeptical at some
points than such a scholar would, and
should, be.

Nevertheless, Keller writes extremely well;
many illustrations and several valuable maps
make the book interesting and enlightening.

REV. NORMAN S. REAM

The Man Who Lived Twice. Eric Wollen
cott Barnes. New York: Scribners. 367 pp.
$5.00.
Henry Thoreau once insisted: very few men
can die because very few men have enough
life in them.

Here is the story of one of these happy
few, the story of a man who could die, and
who lived all the better life for it.

The life is Edward Sheldon's-better
known as "Ned" Sheldon, the "Saint of
Eighty-Fourth Street."

Born with a platinum spoon firmly fixed
between baby molars in 1886, Sheldon lived
a comfortable childhood, finally graduated
from Yale-summa cum laude-in three years.
At 19, the production of Salvation Nell fixed
him in the public limelight as successfuul
young playwright.

Then, at 29, paralytic arthritis struck
Sheldon Hat on his back-where he stayed
until he died at 60. At age 40, Sheldon went

blind.
Author Barnes powerfully presents the

story of how Sheldon handled these tragic
circumstances-brings us the story of one of
the most vital, dynamic and self-giving lives
imaginable.

The famous names in art circles counted
it a privilege to spend a few minutes with
this Eighty-Fourth Street "Saint." Anne
~lorrow Lindbergh, John Barrymore, Kath
erine Cornel land Alexander Wollcott came
to Sheldon. He seemed to know and under
stand them better than they did themselves.
He could always speak the word that
brought new courage and inspiration.

Not a religious man in the strict sense,
Sheldon, nevertheless, radiated the great
Christian virtues while tragically handi
capped physically.

I count this a thrilling and inspiring story.
REV. NORMAN S. REAM

The Changing Universe. John Pfeiffer.
New York: Random House. 243 pp. $4.75.
"Weare re-exploring the cosmos," says Pfeif-
fer. "It is as if you had lived for 20 years
in the same house with the same family,
and suddenly realized that all the time an
other family has been living there, too, a
kind of ghost family of whom you suddenly
became aware because of a new sense."

This book tells the story of a new ""sense"
that probes deeper than ever before-using
radio to explore the heavens.

What's going on up there? Dr. Pfieffer
paints fascinating possibilities: "Life is prob
ably a widespread phenomenon in the uni
verse. The odds are that somewhere among
the galaxies, scientists are developing ato
mic energy, space ships and new methods of
star-gazing-including radio astronomy."

Radio astrologists, says Dr. Pfeiffer, began
picking up radio impulses in outer space
when Karl Jansky set up his odd looking ex
perimental radio aerial on an old potato
farm in New Jersey, 25 years ago.



Later, Gote Reber of Wheaton, Illinois,
began digging into such questions as: Where
are the signals coming from; what objects
emit radio waves of almost unbelievable in
tensity; how are they produced?

One thing Reber discovered: many of the
strongest signals come from starless regions,
from places barren of objects visible to the
most powerful optical telescopes.

Today, about a dozen radio observatories
scan the sky for new impulses, new data,
new insights.

Dr. Pfeiffer interprets the new data in
readable passages: (on the sensitivity of the
universe) "Imagine a spider web stretching
from here to the edges of space and time.
... The web is a vast detection network,
a kind of inter-galactic burglar alarm sys
tem. Let anything happen anywhere . . .
and the whole cosmos knows it. The web
trembles all over. After a time it will quiet
down in a particular place, but on this mas
sive scale, that will take ages to happen.
Actually, shaken by the struggles of many
caught" things, it will never be quiet any
where.

With radio astronomy, we see a series of
universes extending through time-each
bearing its date, says the author, and new
ones will continue to be constructed as long
as people observe and wonder.

So let's get on with it, and build new
worlds, Pfeiffer seems to say: "Perhaps there
is something artificial about the notion of
a 'real' universe or 'the' universe. It may be
a function of our own activity in learning.
If we stopped learning forever, we would
find ourselves forever believing that the lat
est and last universe was the only one. Our
ideas about it would never change."-From
The Notebook of DR. WENDELL FIFIELD

Archibald The Arctic. Archibald Fleming.
New York: Appleton-Century Crofts. 399
pp. $5.00.
I always nnd it difficult to preach an inter-
esting and moving missionary sermon. If you
have the same problem, here is somB val
uable help.

Bishop Flemil1g packs adventure, tragedy,
superstition, fear-and eventually triumph
into this book. He tells us about a cold and
cruel land.

The story of Joseph Pudlo, one of Flem-

ing's first converts, makes a thrilling story of
what Christianity can mean in the lives of
simple people who were previously haunted
by magic, tabu and a dread of reincarnation.

Published posthumously, this biography
mirrors a man of great faith and deep con
secration who travelled where no other white
man ever set foot. The bishop narrowly es
caped death many times, and for 40 years
ministered to a people whom other white
men thought only to exploit.

I don't see how anyone can read the story
of this flying bishop of the arctic and still
question the value of missions.

REV. NORMAN S. REAM

Excerpts from The Organization Man, by
William H. Whyte, Jr. Simon and Schus
ter. 429 pp. $5.00.

"Theological students today,
in contrast to their fellows of twenty years
ago, want 'to be told.' I have gone out of
my way to ask friends who teach in semi
naries of other denominations whether they
have recognized the new tendency. Without
exception, they have told me that they find
the present generation of students less in
quiring of mind, more ready to accept an
authority, and indeed more anxious to have
it 'laid on the line.' "-[Norman Pittenger,
Professor, General Theological Seminary]

. .. They are, above all, conservative
. . . (not) in the more classical sense of con
servatism; it could be argued that the seniors
will be, in effect if not by design, agents of
revolution.

. .. Their conservatism is passive. No
cause seizes them, and nothing so exuberant
or willfully iconoclastic as the Veterans of
Future Wars has reappeared ...

There is no real revolution in them . . .
More than before, there is a tremendous in
terest in techniques. Having no quarrel with
society, they prefer to table the subject of
ends and concentrate on means. Not what or
why, but how, interests them, and any evan
gelical strain they have they can sublimate;
once they have equated the common weal
with organization-a task the cuvriculum
makes easy-they will let the organization
worry about goals. "These men do not ques
tion the system," an economics professor says
of them, approvingly.... They will be
technicians of society, not innovators."
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Articles in Revievv

Robert C. McGregor, State De
partment official, served in the Belgian Con
go during the past three years. While there,
he had two extended visits with Dr. Albert
Schweitzer. Writing of his visit last July, he
paints a colorful picture of Schweitzer Day
by Day in the December Atlantic.

McGregor watched the Doctor go through
his round of daily chores, saw this brilliant
mind dealing with the African primitive
"the soul that hardens patience, challenges
charity, and answers the deep probings of
the disciplined, chiseled mind of Albert
Schweitzer."

Is it because of this that Schweitzer feels
no compelling need to match his wits and
brain with the casuistry and sophistry of
more enlightened men, asks author Mc
Gregor? Would he rather contend with the
groping, stumbling brain of the primitive
African, his animal appetites, his unpremed
itated satiation, greed, turbulent emotions?
Is it with these tools that Schweitzer formu
lates his thinking, asks McGregor? I believe
so, he answers.

The article goes on to play some inciden
tal background music recorded from snatches
of the Doctor's life and work.

McGregor says he asked Schweitzer about
a troubled area of the world. Doctor Schweit
zer answered: "Everyone today feels obliged
to hold opinions . . . usually not based on
facts. The results or confused babel is called
public opinion. Such is its force that leaders
are obliged sometimes to make decisions . . .
not even in the public interest. What is
more, the leaders who make the decisions do
no survive long enough to be held respon
sible for them."

Is the Religious Revival in the
U.S. Real? What's the cause? The National
Council's November Outlook put these ques
to 34 religious and civic leaders in the
country.

Laymen show more hope about there
vival than leading clergymen, reports Out
look. Some of the doubtfuls:

Dr. ]. W. Behnken, president, Lutheran
Church-"I do not believe that there are at

the moment many deep religious convictions
among these seekers. The people are still in
the state of seeking.... They are in a much
more receptive mood when our lay people
call on them."

Dr. Eugene Carson Blake, president of the
National Council of Churches-"The old
question, 'Can I believe?' has given way to
the new, 'What shall I believe in?' ... There
is a danger ... that many may be coming
into the church in search of security, sur
vival, health and peace. Good as these values
are, they become evil when . . . made into
objects of man's ultimate concern."

Bishop Charles W. Brashares, Methodist
Bishop of the Chicago Area-"Undoubtedly
there is an increase in interest in religion
. . . but there are still 63 million people
outside the church, and they, too, are on the
increase ..."

Dr. Billy Graham, noted revivalist-"There
is no doubt that we are experiencing the
great religious renaissance in American his
tory. However, there seems to be little evi
dence of increased personal morality . . . to
become a church member in America is
easy, too easy! Unfortunately, many are chal
lenged to join the church without a prior
challenge to repent and be converted to
Christ."

Governor Arthur B. Langlie, Washington
-"It would be wrong ... for Christians to
judge the spiritual strength of our nation by
(increased church membership). The force
of the Gospel is not determined by members
alone but by consecration . . . It was a little
group of dedicated people who 'turned the
world upside down.'

Dr. Liston POfJe, Dean of Yale Divinity
School-"There is no great religious revival
in America, and probably will not be in the
accepted sense, which is the 19th century
sense. But there is a great revival of interest.
... Even in the United States religious con
victions make little discernible difference in
American policies ... the great decisions are
made largely within. the context of power
considerations together with conflicting sec
ular ideologies."

A special edition (December)
of Wisdom magazine turns its entire 80 pages
over to pictures, poetry and articles honoring
Jesus. An unusual issue, unusually well done.



Featured: large, slick-stock reproductions
of paintings of Jesus by Bellini, Botticelli,
Michelangelo, EI Greco, Rembrandt, Ver
meer, Gauguin, Rouault, Dali; articles about
Jesus by Albert Schweitzer, Clarence Ma
cartney, Longfellow; tributes to Jesus by
Dostoyevsky, Thomas a Kempis, Goethe,
Gladstone, Luther, Shaw, Toynbee, Tolstoy
and others.

The cover comes from Heinrich Hoffman's
picture, Jesus and the Poor Rich Young
Ruler. The back cover: Carl Bloch's moving
Christ Consoling the Oppressed.

Wisdom Magazine, Inc. puts out the
monthly-800 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly
Hills, California.

The August 20th issue of Life
carried an article UWhy Ministers Are Break
ing Down," (see Digest review, September).
Author Shrader pointed a finger at a shock
ing amount of mental illness among the
clergy.

William H. Hudnut, Jr., writing in the
November 7, Christian Century protests. He
says the facts do not bear out Dr. Shrader's
thesis. Are Ministers Cracking Up? Hudnut
asks, and answers, the picture is not so dark.

He discusses Shrader's suggested solu
tions, sets down ideas about what the min
ister can do himself to promote his own men
tal health:

• Spend three or four mornings away
from home and office . . . where you do
nothing but study, pray and write.

• Write your own sermons ... Writing
increases precision of thought and speech,
beauty and clarity of style.

• Prepare only one sermon for Sunday;
don't expect people to come to church twice.

• Try to educate your people to take the
initiative in letting you know when they
need you, as they do with their doctor . . .
evening calling particularly, except in case
of emergency, should be avoided.... And
train your laymen to call too, especially on
prospects.

• Face your critics and talk the situation
over.

• Cultivate radiance,· a sense of humor,
the ability to laugh at yourself, humility ...
the renewal that comes from an intimate, di
recting and daily experience of prayer.

FOR CLERGYMEN
ONLY

In our October column, we asked our clerical
readers four questions dealing with right
to-work laws. We felt Faith and Freedom~s
ministers would like to know ho\v oth81'S in
the church felt on the subject. We've col
lected the clipped out columns that came in
with answers marked. The results run as
follows:

Nine percent of our ministers say uYes";
everyone who benefits should be required to
belong to the union and pay dues in a union
represented shop, Eighty-six percent dis
agree, and 5% are not sure.

On the other hand, 88% of the ministers
say '''Yes''; a union should be a voluntary
organization, and the employee should not
be required to join and pay dues to a union
against his wishes.

Twelve percent said "No," here. Some
ministers, not sure about union
ism in question # 1, decided to rnake a defi
nite stand on this ...... ·"oc+• .r;,-,.

Looking at the situation from the em
ployer's viewpoint, we \vondered if the em
ployer has the right to ask en1ployees to join
the union as a condition of employment (if
an employee didn't want to join, he should
look for another job).

Thirty-nine percent of our
thought he should have this
seven percent said not. Fourteen percent
marked "not sure."

Finally \ve asked: rather than let the
unions die by stopping mandatory member
ship, would it be better to compel a few out
siders to join the union.

Eight percent of our ministers agreed:
compel a few to join. Ninety-one percent
said "No." One percent wasn't sure.

Summary : Judging frorn the poll, more
clerical readers of Faith and Freedom tend
to favor state right-to-work laws-or at least
to be opposed to forcing vvorkers to join
against their wishes.

We'll bring you the results of our Novem
ber poll on religion in education in this col
umn next month. If you have questions you'd
like to see answered among our ministers,
send them on.



What happened in the election? Here are
some widely held conclusions, and some
ammunition to use in questioning them:

( 1) The people registered their like for
Ike in a record outpouring of votes. Ques
tion: Why was the total vote so low? Only
61 million voted, slightly less than in 1952.
Yet there were around five million more
eligible voters this year, due to increased
population. So, only 60 percent of American
adults voted in 1956, as against 63 percent
in 1952. This turnout does not show that
Ike's popularity increased.

Consider this: of almost 103 million eligi
bles, only 35 million Americans voted for
Ike. Thirty-four percent of the eligible vot
ers voting for Eisenhower, does not really
give him a resounding mandate. One-third
is a pretty slim vote of confidence.

In fact, the results show that 34 percent
voted for Ike, 26 percent marked their bal
lots for Stevenson, and 40 percent stayed
home. Why?

So the real choice of a plurality of Ameri
cans, you might argue, was to declare the
presidency vacant, rather than to show over
whelming preference for either candidate.

Some people now call Eisenhower "the
Champ," and compare his popularity with
FDR's. Yet, you might ask: who has the
"Champ" beaten? To date, only one man:
Adlai Stevenson. Maybe we can interpret
the returns differently-maybe they reflect
the unpopularity of Stevenson, and not adu
lation for Ike.

(2) The election showed that the Repub
lican Party must become fully ~~modern" to
survive. (For modern, read more like the
Democrats.) This was Ike's interpretation
of the returns, at his first post-election press
conference. The President will probably
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pursue this path in the next four years.
Question: How did the "modern Repub

licans" actually fare in this election? Nat
too well. Douglas McKay, an intimate mem
ber of "the team" as Secretary of Interior,
failed in his attempt to unseat Wayne
Morse as Senator from Oregon. Yet, the
Republicans threw everything they had into
this race.

And Governor Arthur Langlie of Wash
ington, a "modern Republican" handpicked
by Ike, and keynoter at the convention, took
a shellacking from Senator Magnuson.

There were other, lesser-known straws in
the wind. In Michigan, the Republicans
turned to their most ~~modern"Mayor Albert
Cobo of Detroit, in an attempt to wrest the
governorship from ADA-millionaire "Soapy"
Williams. Cobo is as good a Democrat as
any Republican, yet he couldn't come close
to Williams. In Massachusetts, another
"modern," Lieutenant Governor Sumner
Whittier, lost the gubernatorial race to a
conservative Democrat, Foster Furcolo.

Other Eisenhower-Republicans to lose on
Election Day: Anderson (Wash., Gov.);
Smith (Ore., Gov.); Brotzman (Colo.,
Gov.); Dan Thornton, a favorite of "mod
ern-republicanism" (Col., Senate); Young
(Nev., Senate); Hoegh (Ia., Gov.); Bender
(Ohio, Senate) ; Duff (Pa., Senate) and
Nelson (Minn., Gov.).

Other "moderns" won, but overall, the
showing of the moderate "moderns" was
poor. On the other hand, the only conserv
atives who lost were Welker (Idaho, Sen.)
and Shaw (Kan., Gov.). On net balance,
conservatives picked up one senate seat
from "liberals"; the infusion of Revercomb,
Talmadge and Lausche offsetting the loss
of Welker and Millikin.
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One thing is certain: Election Day, 1958,
will be D-Day for conservatism in the Sen
ate. For next election, the "non-modern"
Republicans in the Senate go to the post.
Running that year will be Goldwater, Wil
liams, Jenner, Malone, McCarthy, Bricker,
Martin, Barrett and Knowland. Many ob
servers believe the administration will try
to knock these men off in the primaries. If

this should succeed, there will be no oppo
sition to the "moderate-moderns" for a long
time to come. Conservatives won't be sur
prised if the administration gives un-publi
cized support to the Democrat opponents of
those who survive the primaries.

(3) The New Party flopped badly in the
election. This conclusion is calculated to
discourage further "third party" efforts.

Question: considering the spotty cam
paigning and the very late start, didn't the
new party do rather well? Returns are not
all in, but it appears that the total vote for
third party efforts will not fall far below a
half-million.

In Virginia and Louisiana, Andrews-Wer
del registered about seven percent of the
vote; in South Carolina, a State Rights tick
et headed by Byrd scored over 80,000 votes
to become the second party in the state. In
Tennessee, the Andrews - Werdel ticket's
19,000 votes wielded the balance of power.
At least one county-Prince Edward in Vir
ginia-was carried outright. And in Utah, J.
Bracken Lee's independent race ran a close
third, collecting over 100,000 votes, almost
30% of the total votes cast.

Another point: Many conservatives are
saying that they switched from Andrews
Werdel to Ike at the last minute because
of the foreign crisis.

One reading of the election is not a myth:
this reading says that something is drastica
ally wrong with the Republican Party. Be
cause 1956 is the first year in American his
tory that a Republican president lost both
the House and Senate.

This would tend to indicate that the Re
publican Party is in trouble. Will it ever
again win Congress? Many observers are
asking whether the Republicans will ever
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win another national election. Why?
In the next four years, we can expect

both parties to veer to the left. The Den10
crats are coming to realize that they lost
the presidency partly because their Con
gressional leadership failed to attack Ike
or his policies during his entire term. They
are not likely to repeat this mistake. In
competition for leftist votes, the Republi

cans will always be outclassed.

for 1960

Meanwhile, the scramble has already start
ed for those prize political plums: the
presidential nominations in 1960. Now both
races are wide open, and we can look for
\vard to Ifour years of quiet but intense
maneuvering. The Democrats, we can be
sure, will pick some eager young leftist with
ADA blessings: whether it be Williams or
Kennedy or Meyner or Clark or Leader
doesn't really matter. One thing seems like
ly now: it won't be Stevenson.

On the Republican side, Nixon looms as
the man to beat. His strength lies in his
ability to maneuver: while clearly embrac
ing "modern Republicanism" with a ven
geance, he has managed to convince many
conservatives that he is still, at heart, one
of their own. The Republican "moderns"
may en1brace Nixon, but they never quite
trust him completely. Another possibility:
a small boom is developing for Ike's friend,
General Alfred Gruenther.

Over the next four years, Americans may
come to admire "AI" Gruenther. He possess
es all the major qualifications for the presi
dential office: (a) he is a General; (b) he
is former head of NATO; (c) Ike likes him;
(d) he has no political record, or views
of any kind-except, of course, that America
must remain strong militarily.

In short, Gruenther has everything he
needs to follow in Ike's footsteps, but a
fatherly smile.

Other Republicans to watch: Knowland
may be the conservatives' unsuccessful can
didate. The "moderns" may choose Cabot
Lodge, Christian Herter, Clifford Case or
Paul Hoffman. And watch Tom Dewey.
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THE FREEDOM STORY'S LAST
CURTAIN CALL

Preston Foster

". . . Let us sit upon the ground and tell sad
stories of the death of kings .~~- RICHARD II

We are gathered together to commemorate
the passing of an' old friend. Our text for
today is found in the third chapter of St.
John. Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except
a man be born again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God.

Now this is sound and honest counsel for
a man; and sound, too, for the various works
a man does. But it is hard, sad counsel to
apply to yourself, like using William of
Occam's razor. It hurts, while it is good
for you.

For part of the way to be born again in
cludes the pain of dying-cutting yourself
off from the old, so that you can become a
wayfarer on a new road.

Our old friend whom we are wont to
praise rather than to bury, must die, that
like the Phoenix, a new spirit may rise. But
let us pause a moment, and sprinkle some
ashes· of roses, and tell the wondrous sweet
glad sad story of the birth, life and death
of our radio drama, The Freedom Story. On
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November 12th, Spiritual Mobilization
made the drastic decision that it must cease
producing this nation-wide radio program.
The physiGal product, the sixteen inch red
vinylite transcription disk, was· a small
thing to cut off, but what a lot it meant to
us: the faith, risk, energy, talent and dedi
cation; these we had invested, these we had
grown on.

So many people gave so much; the pro
gram became a part of their lives. Dr. Fi
field, though busy with his church, commu
nity and national good works, still gave of
himself to the tiring demands of a tight 2~~

minute sermonette for each program. He
rehearsed and re-rehearsed his delivery
under an exacting radio director; he made
personal appearances and wrote thousands
of letters to radio men, listeners, sponsors
and those who might become sponsors.

Myron McNamara, the program's man of
all work: producer, director, publicist and
public relations man-patiently argued with
the actors' union, persuaded radio actors to
risk their careers in the cause of liberty; ex-

Dr. Fifield
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plained exhaustively why we believed in
bringing the right tone, pause, sound effect,
and music to highlight our message; ap
proached balky station managers and pro
gram directors, and in his warm and friend
ly way, sold them on sustaining our show,
and all in all, handled cautious sponsors,
sensitive but flighty actors and actresses, so
well that the show not only survived, but
improved for all the days of its years.

Ken Higgins, our script writer, spent
conference after conference matching plot
to comment, putting humor and gaiety into
serious sermons, character to moral, and
dramatic interest into thoughtful, moving
messages.

Preston Foster, motion picture and tele
vision star, and many other top-notch actors
and actresses were willing and able to feel
and believe and communicate a deeply spir
itual message. Lurene Tuttle, Ted de Cor
sia, Parley Baer, Dick Beals, Rex Koury,
Clay Sanders-all considered radio's best
gave their heart as well as talent to The
Freedom Story.

Thanks to our Sponsors

The radio stations and the courageous
men who sponsored the program, included
Ed Obele, who sells shoes in Colorado
Springs, all the way up to large corpora
tions: General Electric, Wisconsin Power
and Light, Texas Electric Service, Iowa
Light and Power. And five hundred stations
(at one time it reached a summit of 700)
stood by us through some rather vicious
campaigns to get The Freedom Story off the
air. Big stations, WGN in Chicago, WJKB
in Detroit, WGAR in Cleveland, KMOX in
St. Louis, and KMPC in Los Angeles not
only gave us long runs but featured us dur
ing the best hours.

Dying a Little

Who was it said: When you say good-bye
you die a little?

When we cut off The Freedom Story, we
also had to cut off contacts with new listen
ers and old radio friends who wrote letters
like this:
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The greatest of congratulations to you in
your "Freedom Story" program, at 7: 45 p.m.
Sunday evenings. And what's more, all
power to Dr. James W. Fifield, Jr.

Next to "The Greatest Story Ever Told,"
.it seems the "Freedom Story" ranks second
in vital importance in saving our civiliza
tion today.

It should be broadcast over 5000 radio
stations in lieu of 500 to wake up the people
of our country to become aware that the
wicked forces of our Administration are
unscrupuously stealing our Freedom.

I daily pray that there may be 100 more
great radio stations as courageous as you
are, to stand up for our only invincible prin
ciples-namely: Faith, Honor and Freedom.

Yours in high esteem
(from a disabled veteran in California)

I have been listening to your broadcast
for the past few months.

I have stopped government benefit checks
for my farm.

(from a Nebraska farmer)

I am a worker with young people in a
(local) Baptist Church. I am deeply alarmed
at the trend of our times. I would like to use
my influence for promoting the American
way of life and the preservation of our free
doms. Please send material.

Thanks
(from a West Virginia listener)

I have listened to your broadcast of past
two weeks and am much interested. Would
like information on what laymen can do to
further the cause.

I teach a Sunday School class of high
school girls. This is of vital interest to our
future voters-which they will be, before
too long.

Sincerely
(from a listener in Pennsylvania)

And there was the matter of pride. Not
many programs (we know of none) were
able to pack hard-hitting controversial so
cial messages into a competently written
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dramatic story, and then go country wide
for seven years on 500 radio stations.

We began The Freedom Story as a public
service feature in 1949. At a time when
many Americans were unaware of commu
nism and its threat, The Freedom Story pro
duced some of the most inspiring forerun
ners of such present TV programs as I Led
Three Lives. Then people slowly changed.
Remarks about "Red Herrings" and "Good
Old Joe" went out of fashion. People began
to ask now whether the growing power of
government ( taxes, spending) right at
home might be more of a threat to freedom
even than world wide communism.

We began to tell stories showing how
morality which applied to individuals also
applied to organized groups, including gov
ernment. Gradually we developed several
interesting characters, such· as the Colonel,
Carter, and the Reverend Jeff Jones. These
programs. dealt with the larger problems of
morality in terms of family and personal
problems.

Weighing Down the Scales

We began to tell stories showing how
all over the nation. The Freedoms Founda
tion at Valley Forge presented a distin
guished service scroll to The Freedom Story
each year it was broadcast.

For a program so popular, a labor of love
which grew better as it aged, to be cut off in
the fullness of its prime, seemed to its many
friends an unnecessary tragedy. Why? Why,
we asked ourselves, should we kill the thing
we Jove, which was so much a part of us?
We had mastered the delicate art of putting
a meaty message into a commercial dra
matic show; we had attracted thousands of
listeners to our cause; we had the encour
agement of donors and sponsors.

But here were the considerations which
weghed down the scales on the other side.

We had committed ourselves to a new
stance and policy, in which we believe we
must consider the deeper religious, philo
sophical and psychological issues. Eleven
minutes, once a week, did not, we thought,
give us the time to develop even a tiny facet
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of our new emphasis with any effectiveness.
We felt that radio does not offer the con

tinuity of listenership so necessary to spell
out a philosophy. The public which is in
terested in dramatic shows began to turn to
television. Radio isn't dead; but the dra
matic programs still on it are showing a
weakening pulse.

These inescapable facts confronted us
with a tough question: How can we use the
money and resources available most effec
tively in the cause of Spiritual Mobilization?
We reluctantly decided to broadcast this
farewell.

Our friends are justified in asking: Where
will you now employ the talent, faith, risk,
energy and dedication which formerly went
into producing The Freedom Story?

In more study and research in the field
of religion, philosophy. and psychology-in
persuading people that the art of improving
themselves and the group can be done bet...;
ter through the law of love than through the
laws of coercion-in more personal contact,
correspondence, conferences with ministers,
public appearances-and exploring solutions
to the problem of spiritual rebirth which un
derlies all the other problems of mankind.

We hope that many of you who have fol
lowed Dr. Fifield through The Freedom
Story will have the opportunity to see him
on The Lighted Window;, his independently
produced television program which he de
scribed in last month's Faith· and Freedom.

The Gratitude Is Ours

Dr. Fifield will be glad to furnish our
readers with further information about his
program and a list of stations over which it
can be viewed. He is just beginning to be
sponsored outside of Los Angeles and the
Western states, so if the program is not
available in your area now, it may be soon.

To all of those who worked on The Free
dom Story;, and to all of you who made it
possible, we send our deepest affection. To
the donor who wrote in just as we began
this farewell, thanking us for The Freedom
Story;, we say: Dearest friend, the gratitude
is ours. =F =F
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Thars what a sailor said about the Titanic on her maiden voyage. Howard Buffett draws a
moral from "A Night to Remem~e~." Since unsinkable ships end up at the bottom of the sea
perhaps ships of state sh~ulcl he,d dice-warnings," too. '

~~God Himself couldn't sink this ship!"
So responded the cheery deckhand at

Southhampton when a curious lady asked,
~~Is this ship really unsinkable?"

Four days later, April 15, 1912, the most
dramatic ocean disaster of the 20th cen
tury occurred. The ~~unsinkable" ship, the
brand-new, 45,OOO-ton Titanic, sank after
hitting an iceberg in the North Atlantic.
Over 1500 lives were lost.
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Yet the sacreligious answer of the cocky
sailor had not been just a careless boast.
The same conclusion was voiced in the
White Star line offices the morning after
the tragedy, before the news had been offi
cially verified.

Speaking to excited newsmen, a White
Star vice-president declared:

"We place absolute confidence in the
Titanic. We believe the boat is unsinkable."

These incidents are reported in the recent
best-seller, A Night to Remember by Philip
Lord.

After reading this epic tale, the thought
ful reader may wonder if the narrative
titled A Night to Remember does not con
vey a warning unrelated to the perils of
the sea.

Certainly the story of those cold fateful
hours will always be remembered by those
who lost loved ones in that tragedy, and by
all with the lure of salt water in their blood.

But for present-day Americans to whom
the sinking of the Titanic is just an item in
the history books, a different meaning, or
perhaps a powerful lesson, can be learned.
First let us review the facts.

The Titanic, when launched in 1912, was
the most magnificent ocean liner ever built.
In size, speed, tonnage, safety features,
engineering excellence, and luxurious ap
pointments, this White Star ship was un
equalled. North Atlantic travel was to reach
new high levels of safety and luxury with
the Titanic in service.

On April 14th the Titanic was racing west
across the Atlantic at the near-record speed
of 22~~ knots per hour. Being on her maiden
voyage, the trip had an "air of distinction"
that gave satisfaction and prestige to the
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glamour-seeking first-class passenger list.
Also of importance to the passengers was

the comforting knowledge that they were on
the safest liner ever built. Ostensibly the
perils of the sea had been mastered by
20th century science.

The key factor believed to make the Ti
tanic unsinkable was its system of 16 water
tight compartments. With these bulkheads
the effects of any rupture in the ship's hull
could be limited - quickly. The technical
magazine Shipbuilder had concluded its
explanation of this mechanism with this
sentence, "The captain may, by simply mov
ing an electric switch, instantly close the
doors throughout and make the vessel prac
tically unsinkable."

Moreover, a recent invention had height
ened the safety factor. In 1912, most first
line ships had become equipped with the
exciting wireless telegraph. This scientinc
marvel promised to bring ocean crossings
to a new high level of safety: It provided
ships at sea an instantaneous inter-commu
nication system.

By wireless telegraph ships in trouble
could immediately call to their aid all boats
within a radius of hundreds of miles. More
over, the wireless enabled ships to keep
each other posted on storms and other nat
ural hazards.

Warnings Crackled

In performance of this latter function the
wireless telegraph did yeoman duty on
April 14, 1912. Again and again that day,
ice warnings crackled through the cold air
of the North Atlantic sea lanes.

The reconstructed log of the Titanic's
wireless during the last 24 hours tell a
haunting story of such warnings.

At 9 a.m. the first ice warning comes from
the Caronia.

At 1:42 p.m. the Baltic reports ice, giv
ing location by longitude and latitude.

At 1:45 p.m. the Amerika reports ice.
At 7:30 p.m. the Californian reports ice,

giving location.
At 9: 40 p.m. the Mesaba reports ice, giv

ing location.
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At 11:00 p.m. the Californian again re
ports ice, but is cut off before she can give
location.

Significantly, the report to the Titanic
from the Mesaba at 9:40 p.m. placed the
ice at the exact location where the Titanic
struck it just two hours later.

Six times the Titanic was warned. Six
times the warnings were ignored. The Ti
tanic sailed onward to its doom at top
speed.

Why?
No one has ever found a satisfactory an

swer to that question. Like other secrets of
the sea, it will always remain unanswered.

Shut Up, I'm Busy Working

But the lessons to be learned from the
Titanic tragedy were immediately appar
ent, and some of them are perhaps more apt
today than in the wake of the disaster.

Let me show you what I mean.
The last iceberg warning to the Titanic

came from the small 6000-ton freighter, the
Californian. Scarcely 10 miles away, and
almost surrounded by ice floes, at 11 p.m.
the Californian had decided to send out a
second ice warning.

This vital message from the Californian
blasted the ears of the Titanic wireless oper
ator just like your radio does when a nearby
station is tuned in with your volume knob
turned high. In quick exasperation, the
Titanic operator cut into the call from the
Californian vlith this stinging rebuke:

"Shut up, shut up, I am busy. I am work
ing Cape Race!"

These 12 ill-spoken words destroyed the
last chance of preventing the most spec
tacular sea disaster of the 20th century.
The immediate result was that this last
warning never got to the captain's bridge,
where it probably would have been disre
garded anyway.

A secondary result was equally import
ant. The rebuff ended contact with the one
ship close enough to have carried out full
scale rescue operations if communications
had been maintained. For shortly after this
harsh cutoff, the Californian operator closed
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down his wireless and went to bed.
Forty minutes later, at 11:40 p.m., the

Titanic hit the iceberg that sank it.
Consider again the response to that last

warning, for it has a parallel in our day.
"Shut up, shut up, I am busy. I am work

ing Cape Race!"
Yes, the Titanic operator was busy all

right. He was sending and receiving social

messages for passengers, reports A Night
to Remember.

These messages were profitable business
for the Titanic. They were putting cash in
the till, in sharp contrast to the repeated ice
warnings that had become irritatingly mon
otonous. The Titanic telegraph operator was
carrying on profitable business for the com
pany. He was too busy to listen to pessi
mistic interruptions of gloom and doom
from small fry like the 6,OOO-ton Californian.

For his concentration on cash business,
it would not be fair to blame the telegraph
operator. After all, the ship was unsinkable,
wasn't it? Moreover, the reaction of his
superiors to five earlier warnings showed
that iceberg dangers did not disturb them.

But at 2:20 that night, less than four
hours after his "Shut up, shut up, I am
busy ..." response, the Titanic was at the
bottom of the ocean. One thousand, five
hundred and three persons had perished.

"God Himself couldn't sink this ship."
"Shut up, shut up, I am busy. I am work

ing Cape Race!"
Do these pregnant lines from this epic

tragedy carry a warning that Americans
living in the midst of the greatest boom in
history should study earnestly and humbly?

Death Takes a Holiday Cruise

Are there not many parallels between the
maiden voyage of the Titanic and the pres
ent managed-money boom in the U. S.?

Are not we, the citizens of this Republic,
like the passengers on the Titanic, enjoying
a luxury-laden and creature-comfort cruise
on which the warning signals have been
disregarded again and again by the officers
in command?

Take the official assurances that "never
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again will we have a depression," based on
alleged built-in stabilizers in our economic
machine. Are not such history-flouting
claims on a par with the official smugness
about the safety of the Titanic, based on
its water-tight compartments?

Of course, we can be, like the Titanic
telegraph operator, too busy with profitable
business to be concerned about any perils

around us. As long as ruling officials dis
regard the consequences that always result
from unsound economic and political prac
tices, we may relax in the warm smugness
their attitude creates. The Titanic passeng
ers were smug too.

Of course the passengers on the Titanic
had no control over the operation of the
ship. Their safety depended absolutely up
on the wisdom of the officers of the ship.
Those officers failed them when they dis
regarded the danger warnings.

But We Are Wired For Sound

We too are largely 'dependent for our
future safety upon the wisdom of our polit
ical rulers. We don't determine the course
they will take.

But we can let them know in myriad ways
that we expect them to use caution and
common sense. We could make them realize
that we expect them to practice humility
in their official behavior.

We could let them know that we know
that conscription, socialism, and inRation are
perils that have wrecked every great nation
whose rulers have embraced them. We
could make it clear that we are aware of
what these policies have done to other for
merly great nations, and we could demand
an end to them here.

The ocean liner, Titanic, was the greatest
ship ever built in its day. Likewise, America
is the greatest nation yet built by human
hands. And America, like the Titanic, is
vulnerable to arrogant or foolish leadership.

The warnings to the Titanic went un
heeded, and the consequences made history.

We, too, will make history, good or bad~

glorious or tragic, by our response to the
warnings we have received. =t= =t=
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PETER PIENOSE PICKED APART
CARL A. TAMARRAN

, The Rev. Doctor Peter Pienose isn't at all
suited for the ministry, he thinks, because
of all the outlandish, unorthodox ways he
conducts services. Do you think he isn't?

"Peter Pienose," said Peter Pienose, looking
into the mirror, "you should never have
been a minister in the first place."

"I know it," said the mirror, "but it's a
weakness. 1 like the ministry and 1 can't
seem to take the cure."

"The trouble is," said Peter Pienose to the
mirror, "You are just not cut from the right
cloth. 'Pienose' ... the very name is wrong.
How could you even imagine a name like
that writing a book or becoming a success
ful TV personality?"

"Don't rub it in," said the mirror, "for I'm
the first to agree with what you say. The
Power of Positive Thinking-by Dr. Peter
Pienose. 1t wouldn't sell fifty copies!"

"You never were the minister type," said
Peter Pienose to the mirror. "Even in theo
logical school your handshake was notably
weak-not at all the kind to encourage large
donations from large donors, or even a
good-sized widow's mite from a good-sized
widow."

"And your voice," said the mirror, "it
never did have the nice hollow boom that
shakes the front row loose from its wallet."

"Nor," said the Reverend Peter Pienose,
"did 1 ever master the tone of 'resonant
authority' so necessary in discussing politics
from the pulpit."
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"No," said the mirror, "I am afraid, Peter
Pienose, you missed your calling-and' in the
past three years you have messed up every
thing."

"Well, not quite everything," said Peter
to the mirror. "I kept the church out of
debt."

"That's exactly it," said the mirror. "A
church without a debt is a church without
a goal! You should have abandoned this
building long ago and built a huge, palatial
edifice to the glory of not only the Lord, but
yourself as well."

"I never could quite see it that way," mut
tered Peter Pienose sadly. "Money is a pret
ty positive thing, and 1 thought if we could
minimize its importance ..."

"Excuses, excuses," said the mirror.
"-meanwhile, your competitors in the busi
ness have gone ahead and put up big, beau
tiful, expensive buildingsI"

"I know," said Peter Pienose, "but our
little church was seldom overcrowded, and
it seemed a shame to spend all that time,
effort and money just for Christmas Day
and Easter-and besides . . ."

"Besides what?" said the mirror.
"Well, 1 know it sounds funny," said Peter

Pienose, "but I've always felt a minister is
sort of like a salesman of God, and-well, a
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salesman never makes any sales sitting
around the office."

"That's when you started," said the
mirror. "That stupid idea of calling on at
least ten of your parishioners a day."

"Well," said Peter, "I figured if politicians
and salesmen get results by doing it, maybe
God's word deserves as much effort, and
then there is the example of our Lord Jesus
and the Apostles."

"Autres temps, autres moeurs," said the
mirror. "In short, what was good then
doesn't necessarily apply now. You shouldn't
go barging in on people. Where is your
pride?"

"But no one seemed to mind," said Peter,
"and I always paid my own way at lunch."

"It isn't done," said the mirror. "You don't
drop into a man's office and say 'let's have
lunch'-or into a factory and take a coffee
break with the workers. Where is your sense
of dignity?"

"I know," said Peter, "it isn't as dignified
as making appointments beforehand, and I
did get left standing occasionally-but real
ly, 1 didn't mind. I'm not, 1 guess, a very
dignified minister," said Peter, heaving a
sigh.

I Established a Beachhead

"Don't appeal to my sympathies," said
the mirror. "Those Sunday escapades at the
beach and on the golf courses lost me!"

"Well," said Peter, "it was this way . . .
they kept forcing the children to come to
Sunday School, when all the time the chil
dren wanted to be at the beach. Pretty soon
all those kids were going to hate Sunday
School and maybe grow up disliking relig
ion-and only because it stopped them from
doing what children would rather do."

"So you," said the mirror, "went to the
beach and gave Sunday School lessons
there!"

"All I needed was a tent-and the children
helped set it up and everybody, including
the parents, seemed to enjoy it!"

"So all through the summer you conduct
ed Sunday School at the beach or in the
park or some such place," said the mirror.
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"Don't you know that children must learn
to extend themselves for God-that it builds
character?"

"Well," said Peter, "I know it and you
know it-but somehow 1 couldn't get the
children to know it. Then again, my own
character needed some building, so I
thought rd better extend myself . . ."

"And what of this golf course caper," said
the mirror. "You weren't dealing with chil
dren then!"

"I've no excuse," said Peter Pienose, "ex_
cept I felt my people ought to have the
Lord in mind as they walked over His green
grass and among His tall trees. So 1 asked
the club if I could have the meeting room
for Sunday prayer at one o'clock, and they
said yes."

"And you packed the place with men who
were too lazy or too selfish to give up their
Sundays for the Lord."

"You could say that," said Peter Pienose,
"but somehow it didn't seem that way when
all of us knelt and prayed together in that

"room.

Can I Not Bring God to His Children?

"You are Hying in the face of tradition,"
said the mirror. "You're not helping yourself
one bit."

"I wasn't thinking about myself as- much
as I should have been, I suppose," said
Peter, "and as for tradition, well, the old
churches adapted themselves pretty well to
local customs and habits, by setting up in
the middle of the town square-which was
actually the social center of town. And if
the social centers change, maybe-mind you,
I only say maybe-we should, too."

"It's something to think about," said the
mirror, "but not for long. If you wish to he
a success, Peter Pienose, you would do
much better to follow the accepted practice
of that which has gone before."

"Yet," said Peter, gazing past the mirror's
shoulder, "times have changed greatly."

"But the church hasn't/' said the mirror.
"I sometimes wonder," nodded Dr. Peter

Pienose and his eyes grew sad, "if that isn't
my whole trouble." =f= =F
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PAUSE FOR REFLECTION JAMES C. INGEBRETSEN

On November 30, 1956, Spir
itual Mobilization sponsored
another conference for min
isters and laymen. Entitled
Work in Today>s World, the
conference took place at the
Palmer House in Chicago.
Lefs now consider some of
the many questions which
these 30 ministers and 50
laymen raised in Chicago.

First lefs look back on
100 years of massive material
growth. We see:

Specialization.
Division of labor in indus

try.
Organized scientific re

search.
High-pressure competi

tion.
Growth of giant corporations.
"Get the job done." This has been the

keystone of an expansion-almost beyond
comprehension-of the means at our dis
posal. But what about the ends? Where does
all this lead us? What is happening to us
who have produced all this?

Will we blow ourselves up with the H
bomb?

Or explode our economic system through
uncontrollable inflation?

Will the arthritic pressures of political in
tervention or monopoly abuse of union
power slowly grind the whole show to a
standstill?

Or do we go on and on, more and more,
faster and faster? This is what many believe.
They say we will continue to surge forward
getting richer and richer in money, goods
and leisure time. Even the humblest man, in
a world packed solid with humanity, will
have as much as the richest of us today.

Noone will work more than a few hours
a day, a few days a week, a few months a
year, a few years a lifetime. There will be
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left no pitfall for anyone
from cradle to grave.

What then? When the
mollusk succeeded in spe
cializing to the point where
he could just sit and sweep
in the passing food with his
foot, he lost his head. Man
may lose his soul as well.

~~Just a little more, a little
faster, and all will be well."
That has been America's
theme song, and today Amer
cans have more than any
people ever had. What has
it done for our spirit? Are
we happier? Where and how
does it all end?

Scholars tell us that the
more we solve the economic
problem, the more we expose

the psychological one. What is behind all
this clamor about boredom, unhappiness, in
sanity, psychosis, neurosis, and their symp
toms, the 4 D's-dope, drink, divorce and
delinquency? Isn't it inevitable that rnecha
nized man raised to the Nth degree will find
all his present ills magnified?

If this is where it leads us, what is man
at work for in today's world?

Can we survive unless we gain a con
ception of the end in view equal to the
means at hand? Have we perhaps been as
suming that what happens to the character
of the producer in the course of production
is of minimum importance?

One Brief Hour on Sunday

Believing that industry's job is only to
turn out more and more goods for less and
less effort, have we left those caught in the
process to find the real meaning of their
lives away from work with their new lei
sure? And have we trusted the church to
provide salvation with one brief hour on
Sundays?
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Are we tending to lose all feeling of com
munity with our fellow men? Can political
fatherhood and union brotherhood answer
our real needs? What constructive responses
to this challenge will come from business
and religious leaders?

In the light of the large problems we all
face, what role does work play in the an
swer? Are the policies and practices of in
dustry, the unions, the church, undermining
or buttressing our foundations? What is
being done that offers hope? How should
we, in our lives, approach our work?

We must be careful to try to pinpoint our
attention. We may use a telescope to get our
bearings, but we need a microscope to blow
up for particular study the place and mean
ing of Work in Today's World.

To examine "work" in terms of practical,
down-to-earth questions, we must ask:
What are the problems of the employer?
The employee? The minister who counsels
both of them?

What does a worker want from his job?

The Prevailing Idea

The generally accepted idea of what a
worker wants most frorn his job is simple:

Higher wages (including longer vacations
and all kinds of benefits).

Better working conditions.
Most everyone blandly assumes this.

Unions certainly do, for their goals are sel
dOlTI stated in any other terms. Business has
accepted it in large measure. Polls show that
supervisors on the job believe it. The "pub
lic" would probably reply in the same vein.

The Worker's Idea

Yet authoritative tests find that workers
themselves rate pay and working conditions
well below these three other factors:

Attention and appreciation of supervisors
for their work.

Being consulted by management (in on
things) .

Counsel for their personal problems.
The gulf between what the worker wants

and what others think he wants is apparent.
Outsiders tend to think in plain materialist
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terms; the man on the job rises a step above.
His aim is to be treated like a human being.

But is a catalog of "what the worker
wants" going to meet his spiritual needs?
Are any of these suggestions good enough?
Is what we like to call "union trouble," or
"tension," caused by something for which
clergymen and businessmen are really to
blame?

Many are now saying that what the work
er really needs on his job is spiritual growth.
That takes a special quality of leadership.
The central purpose of this conference was
to explore these questions:

Is growth of the spirit our primary goal?
How do we achieve it?

How do we lead others to it-on the job?

Pointing Up the Conference

We can get at the general question by
asking a number of specific ones like these:

1. Suppose a day's work is nothing but
earning a living. Are we so made that we
can find meaning in our leisure time only?
Does our attitude at work color our whole
life?

2. Row do we grow spiritually on our
job? What are some examples of it? Doesn't
business come first? How about the man on
a routine job or an unpleasant one?

3. Is it the responsibility of business or
unions to help men grow spiritually at their
work? Suppose the spiritual growth makes
a man dissatisfied with his job? Why should
a bolt-tightener in an auto plant be encourM

aged to become something more? We need
bolt-tighteners· and it costs money to keep
training new ones. Or does management
have an economic stake in helping each em
ployee extend his horizons?

4. What about the executive who is so
busy meeting each day's problems that he
gives no time to thinking of the spiritual
meaning of his job? Can he safely defer
matters of spirit until he retires?

5. How do we bring about spiritual
growth on a job?

We would like to hear your answers, and
in the future to share with you some of the
answers we have already received. =f: =f:
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SPIRITUAL MOBILIZATION ACTIVITIES:
Daily and Weekly-the column, Pause for Reflec
tion, carried nationally by nearly 400 newspapers;
Monthly-the magazine, Faith and Freedom, with
more than 29,000 circulation; Annually-the na
tional Freedom Under God observance of Inde
pendence Day; Year A round-speaking engagements
and business-education-dergy conferences nation
wide.

FINANCED solely by contributions of individuals,
businesses and foundations. Donations deductible
on income tax form.

TIlE ADVISORY COMMITTEE has as its· chair
man, Dr. Donald J. Cowling, President Emeritus of
Carleton College. Should you like to have a list of

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

Our two weeks of explorations on "Leader
ship in Today's World" last August set our
magazine production schedule back so far
we haven't been able to catch up. Some
readers tell us they didn't receive their No
vember issue of Faith and Freedom until
the first week in December.

On November 30th, we held another con
ference, "Work in Today's World" (for a
report on it see Pause for Reflection in this

issue) in Chicago, which again pushed our
production schedule back. In order to catch
up and make time for a comprehensive re
port on both conferences, we have decided
to let one issue, the January 15th, go by.
But the February 15th issue will be on
schedule and in our readers' hands only a
bit more than a month after this issue.

But even so we hope to get at least a few
indignant or sad or "where is my maga
zine?" letters, and that those who feel this
strongly about things will think also to send

along a year-end contribution.

the well-known men in many fields who serve on
the Committee, we would be glad to send it.

BELIEF • We believe the following ideas need to
permeate life. And we believe Spiritual Mobiliza
tion can provide an emphasis now lacking; • We
believe that each man is potentially of supreme
worth and should work to achieve spiritual and
creative wholeness; • We believe that when men
force their wills upon others, even for "their own
good," it frustrates man's basic need. We see this
today primarily in uncontrolled political interven
tion and the excesses of the labor union movement;

• We believe that spiritual and moral leaders must
resist-not promote-the abuses of power which de
stroy man's integrity of spirit.
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